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FEATURES

SPECS

VPL-HW55ES

The VPL-HW55ES is a fantastic option for
movie lovers who want an incredible
cinematic experience at home, far beyond
the reach of TV. It’s packed with our latest
technology, including Reality Creation and
advanced SXRD panels for an incredibly
sharp, crystal clear picture. With 1,700
lumens colour brightness and a contrast
ratio of 120,000:1, you can enjoy your
favourite films at their best, in 3D or 2D.
Bright Cinema and Bright TV modes also
ensure optimum brightness and superb,
rich colour quality.

Brand Sony
Model VPL-HW55ES/B
Model Year 2013
Item Weight 10 Kg
Product Dimensions 40.7 x 46.4 x 17.9 cm
Item model number VPL-HW55ES/B
Aspect Ratio 16:9
Horizontal Resolution 1920 Pixels
Max Vertical Resolution 1080 Pixels
Noise Level 21 dB
Wattage 300 Watts
Batteries Included Yes

Create a spectacular cinematic experience
in your own home. Available in a sleek,
contemporary black or white finish that
makes a stylish addition to any interior,
the VPL-HW65ES Home Cinema projector
lets you enjoy your favourite movies at
their best in 2D or 3D.

VPL - HW65ES

Brand Sony
Model VPL-HW55ES/B
Advanced SXRD panel technology delivers
Model Year 2013
fabulous Full HD images with impressive
Item Weight 10 Kg
1800 lumens brightness and high
Product Dimensions 40.7 x 46.4 x 17.9 cm
120,000:1 contrast ratio that always look
Item model number VPL-HW55ES/B
clear and sharp, even in daylit living
Aspect Ratio 16:9
rooms.
Horizontal Resolution 1920 Pixels
Max Vertical Resolution 1080 Pixels
Light, compact and easy to set up, the VPLNoise Level 21 dB
HW65ES fits neatly into any home theatre
Wattage 300 Watts
or living room, with quiet fan noise that
Batteries Included Yes
won't disturb the show and a front-facing
exhaust port for extra installation
flexibility. The projector's long-lasting
lamp is rated for an extra-generous 6,000
hours operation (in Low Mode), for fewer
interruptions and reduced maintenance
costs.

